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AUTHOR

TITLE

SHORT SUMMARY

PL FIC AUS

AUSTIN,
JANE

Pride and
Prejudice

In early nineteenth century England, a spirited young woman
copes with the suit of a snobbish gentleman as well as the
romantic entanglements of her four sisters.

PL FIC DEA

DEAVER,
JEFFERY

The Broken
Window (Lincoln
Rymes #8)

Lincoln Rhyme and partner/paramour Amelia Sachs return to face
a criminal whose ingenious staging of crimes is enabled by a
terrifying access to information...

PL FIC FIT

The story is of the fabulously wealthy Jay Gatsby and his new
love for the beautiful Daisy Buchanan, of lavish parties on Long
Island at a time when The New York Times noted "gin was the
FITZGERALD,
national drink and sex the national obsession," it is an exquisitely
SCOTT
The Great Gatsby crafted tale of America in the 1920s.

PL FIC GRE

GREEN,
JANE

PL FIC HAN

HANNAH,
KRISTIN

The Friends We
Keep

Evvie, Maggie, and Topher have known each other since
university. Their friendship was something they swore would last
forever. Now years have passed, the friends have drifted apart...

Nightingale

Tells the stories of two sisters, separated by years and
experience, by ideals, passion and circumstance, each embarking
on her own dangerous path toward survival, love, and freedom in
German-occupied, war-torn France.

Montauk captures the glamour and extravagance of a summer by
the sea with the story of a woman torn between the life she chose
and the life she desires.
FIC HAR

HARRISON,
NICOLA

Montauk

Montauk, Long Island, 1938.

FIC HOA

HOANG,
HELEN

The Bride Test
(Kiss Quotient
#2)

Khai Diep steadfastly avoids relationships. His autism means he
just processes emotions differently. His mother takes matters into
her own hands and returns to Vietnam to find him the perfect
bride.
When Matt Freeman gets into trouble with the police, he's sent to
be fostered in Yorkshire. It's not long before he senses there's
something wrong with his guardian; with the whole village.

FIC HOR

HOROWITZ,
ANTHONY

Then Matt learns about the Old Ones and begins to understand
Ravens Gate
just how he is different. But no one will believe him; no one can
(Gatekeepers #1) help.

FIC MAC

MACOMBER, Window on the
DEBBIE
Bay

Jenna Boltz’s life is at a crossroads. After a messy divorce from
her surgeon husband nearly twenty years ago, she raised her two
children on her own, juggling motherhood with her beloved job as
a Seattle intensive-care nurse.

FIC MCC

MCCALL,
SMITH

Stil enduring psychotherapy, the precocious Bertie gets a chance
to escape when he joins a junior orchestra trip to Paris--wher he is
accidentally left behind.

PL FIC PAT

PATTERSON, The 13 Minute
JAMES
Murder

Sometimes it only takes a few minutes for the perfect murder to
take place. Here are two fast-paced thrillers that will have you
reading for just a minute longer.

PL FIC ROB

ROBERTS,
NORA

Under Currents

For both Zane and Darby, their small town roots hold a terrible
secret. Now, decades later, they've come together to build a new
life. But will the past set them free or pull them under?

There's a Word
For That

"Introducing the Kesslers: Marty, a retired LA film producer whose
self-worth has been eroded by age and a late-in-life passion for
opioids; his daughter Janine, a former child star suffering the
after-effects of a life in the public eye; and his granddaughter
Haailey, the "less-than" twin sister whose inferiority complex takes
a most unexpected turn. Nearly six thousand miles away, "in
London

PL FIC TAN

TANEN,
SLOANE

Love Over
Scottland

YA FICTION

PL YA FIC
CUS

CUSHMAN,
KAREN

The Midwife's
Apprentice

The girl known only as Brat has no family, no home, and no future
until she meets Jane the Midwife and becomes her apprentice. As
she helps the sharp-tempered Jane deliver babies, Brat--who
renames herself Alyce--gains knowledge, confidence, and the
courage to want something from life.

PL YA FIC
DIC

DICKENS,
CHARLES

Taile of Two
Cities

After eighteen years as a political prisoner in the Bastille, the
ageing Doctor Manette is finally released and reunited with his
daughter in England.

PL YA FIC
HAW

Set in an early New England colony, the novel shows the terrible
impact a single, passionate act has on the lives of three members
HAWTHORNE
of the community: the defiant Hester Prynne; the fiery, tortured
NATHANIEL The Scarlet Letter Reverend Dimmesdale; and the obsessed, vengeful Chillingworth.

PL YA FIC
HIN

HINTON, S.E. The Outsiders

Three brothers struggle to stay together after their parents' death,
as they search for an identity among the conflicting values of their
adolescent society in which they find themselves "outsiders."

Maguire,
Gregory

Wicked

When Dorothy triumphed over the Wicked Witch of the West in L.
Frank Baum's classic tale we heard only her side of the story. But
what about her arch-nemesis, the mysterious Witch? Where did
she come from?

1984

Among the seminal texts of the 20th century, Nineteen EightyFour is a rare work that grows more haunting as its futuristic
purgatory becomes more real. Published in 1949, the book offers
political satirist George Orwell's nightmarish vision of a totalitarian,
bureaucratic world and one poor stiff's attempt to find individuality.

Animal Farm

A farm is taken over by its overworked, mistreated animals. With
flaming idealism and stirring slogans, they set out to create a
paradise of progress, justice, and equality.

PL YA FIC
MAG

PL YA FIC
ORW

Orwell,
George

PL YA FIC
ORW

Orwell,
George

PL YA FIC
PAT

Patterson,
James

In this eagerly awaited follow-up, brave bird-kid Max and her flock
are discovered by an FBI agent and forced to go to "school."
Maximum Ride
There is no such thing as an ordinary day as Max deciphers how
School's Outand when she's supposed to save the world, and she faces her
Forever (Book 2) greatest enemy--a clone of herself.

PL YA FIC
STE

Steinbeck,
John

Drifters in search of work, George and his simple-minded friend
Lennie have nothing in the world except each other and a dream
Of Mice and Men -- a dream that one day they will have some land of their own.

PL YA FIC
TUR

Turner,
Maegan
Whalen

The King of
Attolia

Eugenides, still known as a Thief of Eddis, faces palace intrigue
and assassins as he strives to prove himself both to the people of
Attolia and to his new bride, their queen.

Uglies

Just before their sixteenth birthdays, when they will will be
transformed into beauties whose only job is to have a great time,
Tally's best friend runs away and Tally must find her and turn her
in, or never become pretty at all.

PL YA FIC
TAN

Westerfield,
Scott
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